We use the Surface Evolver to determine the shear modulus G of a dry 2D foam of 2500 bubbles, using both extensional and simple shear. We examine G for a range of monodisperse, bidisperse and polydisperse foams, and relate it to various measures of the structural disorder of each foam. In all cases, the shear modulus of a foam decreases with increasing disorder. .Iz Emulsions and foams -83.50.Jf Extensional flow and combined shear and extension
Introduction
An aqueous foam is a collection of gas bubbles contained within a continuous liquid network [1] . Despite its fluid composition, it shows an elastic response at low strains, more usually associated with solids. At higher strains, topological changes occur in the bubble structure, leading to plastic deformation and yielding. Here we study the shear modulus of these complex fluids, which characterizes the elastic response, and show how it depends upon the disordered structure of the foam.
Princen's [2] calculation of the shear modulus of a hexagonal 2D dry foam is the basis for this work. The small-strain, static shear modulus G is defined for simple shear by
where τ xy is the shear stress and the strain. Here, we restrict ourselves to the dry limit, so the shear modulus of a hexagonal foam of bubbles with area A can be written directly in terms of the surface tension of the films, γ, and either the radius R of a circle of equivalent area or the length L of the sides of the hexagons:
This result provides a fair estimate of the shear modulus of many disordered 2D foams, and is in fact exact for any polydisperse hexagonal system [3] , with L and A replaced by their system-wide averagesL andĀ. a e-mail: foams@aber.ac.uk
Here, we show how (2) must be modified to allow the accurate prediction of the shear modulus of disordered 2D foams, including those that are bidisperse or polydisperse in bubble area.
Kruyt [4] recently gave a number of micro-mechanical predictions for G which depend upon the distributions of bubble areas and edge lengths. Although that work included comparison with a simulation, our motivation here is in part to provide comprehensive data to improve models of this kind, and we evaluate the success of these models in relation to our data below.
Previous numerical work on calculating shear moduli for 2D foams is summarised in [5], for periodic foams in both simple and extensional shear. In addition, Weaire et al. [6] show that G decreases with increasing disorder in the number of sides, based upon 64-bubble polydisperse foams under extensional shear. These authors conjectured that no 2D monodisperse foam has higher shear modulus than the hexagonal honeycomb, and Kraynik et al.
[3] extended this conjecture to polydisperse hexagonal systems.
However, we can find little systematic data measuring shear modulus as a function of structural disorder, although such work does exist for 3D foams [7, 8] . Yet 2D foams, such as those squeezed between glass plates, are still of interest. They provide a simple system for the study of rheology, where benefits include the possibility to measure the deformation and position of each constituent element (bubble) over time.
We first describe the creation of the foam structures, then analyse their structural statistics at equilibrium in Section 3. In Section 4 we calculate three values of shear modulus for each foam and discuss the variation of the average with disorder. 
Foam creation
We use the Surface Evolver [9] in circular arc mode, so that all edges are accurately represented as arcs of circles. Foams are generated using a Voronoi procedure based upon randomly scattered (Poisson) points. The foam samples are periodic with total area equal to unity and the N = 2500 bubbles each have fixed area, which is set as part of the initialization of the structure.
For each foam we first find a minimum of the total edge length E (equivalent to energy when multiplied by surface tension γ, which is here taken equal to 2), allowing T1 neighbour-switching events [10] where an edge length shrinks below a critical value. This critical value is randomly chosen in the range [0.001 : 0.004], where the upper limit is effectively fixed by the condition that no T1s must occur during shearing -it is about one-third of the average edge length.
Each sample is then annealed to drive the foam towards a deeper energetic minimum by applying largeamplitude simple-shear deformations to trigger T1 events, with the aim of creating isotropic structures that are more representative of real foams. (Extension-compression cycles, as used by Kraynik et al. [7] in 3D, lead to a high degree of anisotropy, and were therefore avoided).
Step strains of +1/4, −1/4, −1/4 and +1/4 are performed in the xy-direction, with edge length minimising iterations between each step, and then repeated in the yx-direction.
Both cycles are repeated five times, and then the foam is converged to equilibrium, performing T1s where necessary.
The components of stress τ are found by integrating the tension forces along each edge [11] :
where t denotes the tangent to the edge. Note that the total area of the foam is set to unity. For the special case of the circular arcs used here, we first calculate the radius of curvature R c of each edge and then the orientations θ 1 and θ 2 of its endpoints. Then τ xx τ xy τ yx τ yy = γ edges θ2 θ1 cos 2 θ cos θ sin θ cos θ sin θ sin 2 θ R c dθ = γ edges R c 2
where ∆ ± = θ 2 − θ 1 ± cos(θ 1 + θ 2 ) sin(θ 2 − θ 1 )
and ∆ 2 = cos 2 θ 1 − cos 2 θ 2 .
